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SPA Glow Candle
AR-SPA-SG6

Indulge in the epitome of luxury living with our SPA Glow candle, designed to illuminate your
space day and night while enveloping you in the tranquil embrace of our signature fragrance.
Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, our candle boasts a serene blend of Geranium,
Lavender, Patchouli, and Fir Needles, transporting you to a realm of relaxation and
rejuvenation. Featuring a stunning Signature Lid that doubles as both a decorative base and a
protective cover, our candle seamlessly merges elegance with functionality. Handcrafted with
the finest Organic Natural Waxes, including Coconut Oil, Soy Oil, and Bees Wax, each burn
promises a sensory journey unlike any other. Elevate your ambiance and elevate your senses
with the SPA Glow candle – a cherished addition to your luxury lifestyle.

VESSEL: Captured in a gorgeous, frosted glass vessel adorned with cascading sparkling rose gold waterdrops and
featuring a natural wick and a Rose Gold Signature Base/Cover to fill your room with a quintessential SPA experience.
Create Your Sanctuary, Indulge Your Senses®.

WEIGHT: 230gℯ / Net Wt. 8 oz.

HOW TO USE: Burn candle in a well-ventilated room. Keep the wax pool clear of wick trimmings, matches, and debris.
Burn SPA Glow candle for 3-4 hours a time under supervision.

FRAGRANCE: SPA is an exclusive all-natural blend of precious aroma therapeutic essential oils featuring Geranium,
Lavender, Patchouli, and Fir Needles. These oils individually or in combination help fight fatigue, anxiety, and stress,
as these molecules float into your space promoting a sense of relaxation and well-being.

INGREDIENTS: Organic Coconut Oil Wax*, Organic Soy Oil Wax*, Organic Bee’s Wax*, Natural Therapeutic Essential
Oil Fragrance. Exclusively formulated with Natural Ingredients. *Certified Organic Ingredients

PACKAGING: SPA Glow Candle is packaged in exquisite environmentally friendly recycled Mohawk Feltmark Loop
Uncoated Textured Cardstock. Environmental attributes: 30% PCW (post-consumer waste), FSC, Carbon Neutral, Made
with wind power. A Signature Flute Liner provides added inner protection, and outer cello wrap is tamper-evident.
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